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Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this
product. Please make sure that you've entered a valid question. You can edit your question or
post anyway. Please enter a question. Logitech G Chaos Spectrum Mouse has been optimized
to reduce weight while maintaining stability. A metal spring tension system and metal pivot
hinges are built into left and right mouse buttons for a crisp, clean click feel with rapid click
feedback. These components combine to make the ideal gaming mouse. Skip to main content.
See All Buying Options. Brand: Logitech. About this item RF wireless format Sensitivity of up to
DPI Ambidextrous layout Includes 11 buttons and a scroll wheel 2 years' manufacturer's
warranty. There is a newer model of this item:. Shop now. Listen FREE for 90 days. Learn more
here. Product Information Technical Details. Additional Information Customer Reviews 4.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Next page. Customers who bought this item also bought. Have a question? There was a
problem completing your request. Please try your search again later. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? G Mice Black G Featured items you may like. See
questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyses reviews to verify trustworthiness. Review this product Share your thoughts with
other customers. Write a customer review. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from Australia. There are 0 reviews and 0 ratings from Australia. Top reviews from other
countries. Verified Purchase. I have bought this mouse to replace the late Roccat Kone XTD
Optical gaming mouse and after careful consideration and extensive research, I have decided in
favour of the Logitech G I must admit the absolutely beautiful design won me over before
reading all the specs, and all the features seemed like a big bonus in the end. Once the first
stage of childish admiration has passed I did start exploring all the technical details. The
software was easy to install and play with it, same the mouse firmware update which is
recommended. My favourite DPI setting is at and it is extremely sensitive and definitely feels
more responsive than the Roccat mouse. The clicks are pretty sharp and exceptionally tactile.
The travel distance is great, and they're very responsive The only problem I have is with the
width as the mouse is pretty narrow for someone with medium to large hands. Also, the battery
life is short of just days with normal use without gaming. I remember the Microsoft wireless
mouse I had a few years ago with mAh rechargeable batteries , and a charge was lasting for
months, without any battery saving option enabled. To conclude, I think Logitech could have
made the mouse a little wider like most of the gaming mice of around mm and be able to house
a larger battery inside too. I guess the ambidextrous symmetrical design kind of forced the
mouse to be narrow and less ergonomic. Reading some professional review I have found,
someone was saying the main buttons move a little left and right because are no ledges to the
side and due to their position slightly elevated. Well, I have large hands but it is kind of
impossible to grab the main buttons from underneath or press left or right main button in a
wrong manner, so the main buttons design has absolutely no issue. For better understanding, I
will just summarise the good and the bad in my opinion. I spent a large amount of time looking
for an alternative to my older wireless Logitech G mouse, I was never satisfied with the G for
various reasons including its laggy wireless performance and bulky feel. Initially I was insistent
on using wired, that was until I had read reviews on the G which claimed to be lag free. This
claim, along with Amazon's excellent returns policy, persuaded me to try the G out. Initial
impressions please read to the end as I grew to love this mouse - This mouse was excellently
packaged, giving a feeling of a premium product. However upon getting to the mouse itself I
was left feeling a bit lacklustre. The build quality of the mouse itself felt slightly cheap in
comparison to previous models. I was expecting a rubberized type of plastic to assist with grip.
This plastic was slippery and too smooth, my hand felt like it lacked any kind of support form
the mouse. It also felt almost too light. My initial impression I'm sending this back. I took the
mouse home and plugged it into my PC, as expected it was a simple plug and play. I booted up
a couple of FPS games and was extremely impressed, it lived up to its claim of lag free wireless.
Personally I could tell no difference between gaming wired or gaming wirelessly. Big thumbs up
there. Also the lightweight feel instantly became a positive, the slippery plastic wasn't an issue
at all whilst gaming. All of the buttons felt satisfying to use, far more so than the G I have read
reports of people feeling as though the buttons will break easily with use, I can't see this myself,
they are well constructed. Looking at some of my old mice, I realise now that rubberized plastic
isn't always a good thing. It detoriates and over time and gets pretty nasty looking, even with
regular cleaning. I can't see this mouse ever having that as a problem, I'm happy that Logitech
chose not to use it on this occasion. I work in IT and am regularly at my computer, this mouse it
suited to normal use or gaming use. It suits either perfectly. The lightweight feel which I initially
was put off by is actually a big positive now in my eyes. The lag free wireless is impressive. The

only downside, I can see it becoming a bit of a dust magnet with all of its nooks and crannys.
But I won't be marking it down for that. If I wasn't so stingy I'd be buying another one for my
desk in work! My initial disappointment quickly vanished upon actually using the mouse. Now I
wouldn't be without it. Expensive but it's a pretty versatile gaming mouse, and good for left
handed users. It's a mouse that feels good in the hand, yes it is very 'plastic' but that's due to
the design goal of minimal weight. However, the huge drawback with this, and all logitech
peripherals, is the inability of their software to scale properly on 4k displays Logitech are fully
aware of the problem but have done absolutely nothing to rectify the situation. This is and 4k
displays are now fairly common, therefore it is shocking to find a company such as Logitech so
slow to adapt. It's hard to recommend this product to anyone using it with a 4k display. Check
logitech's forums for details. This may be long but worthwhile. Gave one to a friend last Xmas
so reluctant to replace again. The G is less exciting, more plastically especially to click, LED has
no control, does not light up keys or wheel or base; just a breathing logo. The cable ihas a
monster connect the battery life after two days is going well. Ok in end at max as I like to
change key file names not rush around or game. Guess just said in brackets. SO: The G buttons
are a touch too sleek, in that I often key left click instead of left forwards button. The M is so
much better designed in this. Where the G excels is in it's scroll wheel. This is a love hate for
me. I kind of like the ability horrid clicky button to release the scroll wheel to frictionless fast
continuous scroll, useful only when you wish to get to the bottom of a long text or web page. I
would prefer a normal or half way between scroll wheel I could feel and adjuct accordingly.
Even so keep in mind the wheel likely my fault after a couple of years BUT here is the M truth: LED not a primary issue but useful in dim light. The set lighting changes colour gradually in line
with battery level indication. Also there is a green stripe along the bottom sides that indicates
on 5 lengths what dpi you are set to a very nice touch. It may be my Win 7 or a setting, as my
mate who only uses as wired has not mentioned anything for win So you guessed it Not silent
click but not as noisy as G Better feel too. Images in this review. Report abuse. I have been
using this mouse for just a few days now and I am impressed. The mouse can be used with a
wire or use the USB dongle that is included to play wirelessly. In terms of performance, I cannot
notice the difference in input lag between this mouse in wired and wireless modes and my
previous G Logitech has invested into wireless technology in gaming and it turns out to be a
great product. The battery life is good enough if you plan to be using this mouse in intense
sessions of gaming, and so far I have only charged it once in 4 days. But if you turn off the RGB
lighting it should last longer. Now that I mentioned it, the mouse does come with RGB lighting
which can be synced to other compatible Logitech peripherals I own the G and G which are
compatible , so that your whole setup can have matching colour schemes. The good thing
about this mouse is that it is lighter than some of the other gaming wireless mouse offerings,
since the battery is built into the mouse. Another great thing is that the mouse is modular and
ambidextrous. The side buttons of the mouse are removable so that the mouse can adapt to left
or right-handed users. You can also have both sides with the buttons if you want if you decide
to assign macro keys with it. One negative about this mouse is that its ambidextrous odd isn't
it. This means for some people it might not feel as comfortable as an ergonomic mouse eg. G, G
In conclusion, this is a great wireless mouse to consider if you are deciding to ditch the wired
mice route and want something with a bit more freedom. In terms of pricing, there is always a
premium for wireless gaming mice by well known companies. See all reviews. Back to top. Get
to Know Us. Your question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who
bought this product. Please make sure that you've entered a valid question. You can edit your
question or post anyway. Please enter a question. In high-pressure moments, lag time can be
the difference between winning it all or losing. With millions on the line, top eSports
professionals can depend on G Chaos Spectrum. Featuring a virtually lag-free 1-millisecond
report rate, highly optimized 2. With a flexible ambidextrous mouse design, customizable RGB
lighting, and a carefully researched shape that works with nearly any mouse grip style, the G
gives you the freedom to configure your mouse exactly to your preferences. In high-pressure
moments, lag-time from a gaming mouse can be the difference between winning it all or losing.
No worries about slow signals or delays. An ultra-quick 1 millisecond wired or wireless report
rate and lightweight g body deliver incredible responsiveness for competition-level twitch
targeting. G outlasts ordinary wireless gaming mice. Low-battery alerts and seamless switching
to wired mode end worries about losing power in the middle of game play. Zero smoothing or
filtering across the entire , DPI range delivers consistent targeting accuracy and
responsiveness at any speed. A customizable physical button layout and lightweight
ambidextrous design create the perfect fit and feel for left or right hand and any mouse grip
style. Match your style and environment by adjusting up to A metal spring tensioning system
and metal pivot hinge design gives you consistently fast, accurate and reliable click

performance and a clean, crisp click feel for rapid-fire gaming. Skip to main content. Buy new:.
FREE delivery: March 9 - Ships from: GMR Products. Sold by: GMR Products. Usually ships
within 2 to 3 days. Quantity: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 Quantity: 1. Add to Cart. Include Add a
Protection Plan:. Covers failures due to power surge and other mechanical and electrical
breakdowns. No deductibles or hidden fees. Shipping included on all repairs. Fully transferable.
Easy claims process. If we can't fix it, we will send you a reimbursement for your product
purchase price. Plan begins date of purchase and is inclusive of the manufacturer's warranty.
Plan is fully refunded if canceled within 30 days. Plan contract will be emailed from Asurion
within 24 hours of purchase. This will not ship with your product. Add Coverage No Thanks.
Learn more. Save with Used - Like New. Ships from: Amazon. Sold by: Efuture buy. This item
cannot be shipped to your selected delivery location. Please choose a different delivery
location. Only 7 left in stock. Sold by Efuture buy and Fulfilled by Amazon from outside Canada.
Image Unavailable Image not available for Colour:. Visit the Logitech G Store. Secure
transaction. Returns Policy. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security
and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission.
There is a newer model of this item:. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart. These
items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show details. Sold by MightyTech and
ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping. Register a free business account. Exclusive
access to cleaning, safety, and health supplies. Create a free business account to purchase.
Product information Technical Details. These items must be in new condition with original
packaging and accessories. We cannot accept returns of products and we will not refund items
missing the serial number or UPC including musical instruments, televisions, or consumer
electronics. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Featured items you may like. Page 1
of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Logitech G Wireless Gaming Mouse. Next page.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Have a question? There was a problem
completing your request. Please try your search again later. Pro-grade wireless performance No
worries about slow signals or delays. Worry-free hour battery life G outlasts ordinary wireless
gaming mice. Customizable fit and control A customizable physical button layout and
lightweight ambidextrous design create the perfect fit and feel for left or right hand and any
mouse grip style. RGB customizable lighting Match your style and environment by adjusting up
to Mechanical Pivot Button Design A metal spring tensioning system and metal pivot hinge
design gives you consistently fast, accurate and reliable click performance and a clean, crisp
click feel for rapid-fire gaming. System requirements Windows 10 or later, Windows 8. USB port
Internet connection for optional software download. Adapter Accessories Case. Side Button
Caps 2x left, 2x right. Side Button Covers left, right. User documentation. What other items do
customers buy after viewing this item? See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are
ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is and if the
reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness.
Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews
from Canada. There was a problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Verified
Purchase. Bought for my Son and so far all he has mentioned is the battery life is amazing his
exact words "I never have to change batteries. He hasn't complained so I can only assume the
products was worth the cost. His works "fine Mom" means he likes it and gives it 2 thumbs up
and glad it was bought. Oh and he did mention that he never loses the connection to the mouse
while gaming. The fact that you can go wired or wireless is a great selling point. The mouse is a
little heavier than others, but its to be expected wireless. From what I can tell and what my
professional FPS gamer friend says , there is no mouse acceleration at all. It's perfect for FPS
gaming. The scroll wheel feels great and it's cool how you can "unlock" it and just flick up to
reach the bottom of a page instantly. The left and right click buttons feel like they respond
instantly and there is little delay between when its clicked and when it registers on the
computer. The wireless capability is perfect, it doesn't matter if you're playing in an active
microwave don't actually do that though or by a wireless phone, the signal doesn't get affected
by interference and the mouse performs the same as if you're right next to the wireless dongle.
The auto-sleep capability is great for saving battery, I usually go from half a week to a full week
days before I actually need to start charging it the red light begins to blink. The grip did feel a
little odd in the beginning it looks great, but still felt odd , but I'm used to it now I mean it's been
nearly a year. Overall, the best wireless gaming mouse there is note that I said wireless, there
are better wired mouse. One person found this helpful. This is one of the best cheaper
rechargeable wireless gaming mouse with decent DPI and low latency I could find. It works like
a charm, is easy to configure, ans seems kind of a solid bet. I dropped it on the floor a couple of
times intentionaly, for science purpose, you know.. It's almost as if it was designed for it. The
battery holds the charge for a very long time, the mouse feels right in the hand, and it does

fullfill my expectations. I would definitely recomend this to a friend looking for a good, long
lasting wireless gaming mouse and is on a budget. Logitech mouses are a sure shot in my
oppinion. I got this to replace the mouse I bought when I first put together my computer, and I
absolutely love it, being able to use it either wirelessly, or with the included Micro-USB cable
makes it pretty versatile, and I've had no issues with it in the year or so I've been using it, my
only suggestion for any future iterations yes I know there has been at least one already would
be to replace the micro-USB on it with USB-C. I wanted to like this mouse but after trying for a
couple weeks to get used to it, I just found it to be way too narrow and difficult to be accurate
with. If you have a medium - large sized hand and like to do half-palm style grip look elsewhere.
I've since purchased the revived MX and returned this one. I've used a large number of mice
hoping to get the perfect feeling one. The G has seriously changed everything for me. It is
longer than the G, so much more comfortable. I seriously can't recommend this any more than I
already have to my friends. The weight distribution also feels much better than any mouse I've
ever used. It's pricey but honestly, it's more than worth it for me. See all reviews. Top reviews
from other countries. Translate all reviews to English. Excelente compra y precio. Report abuse
Translate review to English. Translate review to English. Para mi, este es uno de los mejores
mouses. Lo he tenido por bastante tiempo este es el segundo que compro y es para mi
hermano y tiene una calidad excelente. Images in this review. Sin duda Logitech se lucio al
realizar este mouse. Pages with related products. See and discover other items: logitech
wireless , corsair mouse , steelseries mouse , wireless gaming mouse , razer mamba. Back to
top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping.
Enduring battery life and wireless freedom for PC games. Advanced wired and wireless
performance for pro gamers and enthusiasts. High-definition optical. Windows 10 or later,
Windows 8. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Warehouse Deals Open-Box Discounts. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can
trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might
be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make
sure that you've entered a valid question. You can edit your question or post anyway. Please
enter a question. The flagship Logitech G light speed wireless gaming mouse with next-gen
Hero 25K gaming sensor for incredibly precise game play and 10x the battery efficiency of
previous generations. Complete with immersive Play on with improved tracking, 10x the power
efficiency of previous generation sensors, and up to hours of game play. Get ready for battle.
Never worry about battery power again. Keeps the primary left and right buttons poised to
trigger and reduces the force needed to click. The result is a consistently clean, crisp click feel
with super precise button actuation every time. Button layout can be configured for left- or
right-handed use. With every purchase, Logitech helps fund programs that remove
ocean-bound plastic from the environment. Skip to main content. Buy new:. Ships from: Best
trust Inc. Sold by: Best trust Inc. Fastest delivery: March 2 - 5. Only 1 left in stock. Add to Cart.
Ships from Canada and sold by Best trust Inc. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Covers failures
due to power surge and other mechanical and electrical breakdowns. No deductibles or hidden
fees. Shipping included on all repairs. Fully transferable. Easy claims process. If we can't fix it,
we will send you a reimbursement for your product purchase price. Plan begins date of
purchase and is inclusive of the manufacturer's warranty. Plan is fully refunded if canceled
within 30 days. Plan contract will be emailed from Asurion within 24 hours of purchase. This will
not ship with your product. Add Coverage No Thanks. Learn more. Save with Used - Like New.
See more. Fastest delivery: Feb 26 - March 3. Only 8 left in stock. Visit the Logitech G Store.
Secure transaction. Returns Policy. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your
security and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during
transmission. Style: Mouse Only. Add the power play wireless charging system to keep G and
other compatible g mice charged while at rest and at play. Cable length: 1. Frequently bought
together. Add all three to Cart. These items are shipped from and sold by different sellers. Show
details. Ships from and sold by Best trust Inc. FREE Shipping. Ships from and sold by Amazon.
Register a free business account. Exclusive access to cleaning, safety, and health supplies.
Create a free business account to purchase. These items must be in new condition with original
packaging and accessories. We cannot accept returns of products and we will not refund items
missing the serial number or UPC including musical instruments, televisions, or consumer
electronics. Would you like to tell us about a lower price? More items to explore. Page 1 of 1
Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. DK61 Pro
Bluetooth 5. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your
search again later. From the manufacturer. Advanced Button Tensioning Keeps the primary left
and right buttons poised to trigger and reduces the force needed to click. Ambidextrous Design

with 11 Programmable Buttons Button layout can be configured for left- or right-handed use.
Customers who viewed this item also viewed. See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from Canada. There was a
problem filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Style: Mouse Only Verified Purchase.
This is a really good mouse except, at least for me, it's totally unreliable. Logitech sent me a
new one the first time it broke, now it's dead again. Pros -Long battery life, I use the mouse daily
for at least hours, bought this around July 8th, its the 17th of August and I've charged the
mouse Twice to full! No difference between a wired mouse. Will change this description if i get
to try another Logitech mouse or if it breaks down. Con -Mouse reel is little bit wobbly, but
unlocking it makes it feel smooth, its only in the lock position does the mouse reel feel a little
weird and wobbly, but not very noticeable when you're gaming. I have Medium sized hand and
this fits in my hand perfectly. Yes they do, slightly, but who here actually is able to hear your left
and right click when you're blasting music or playing video game? At the end of the day, if you
got some extra cash laying around, want a nice wireless mouse with super long battery life,
then go for it, otherwise maybe pick up Zowie FK2 or other similiar Zowie mouse as they are as
good as the G Bought this as an upgrade to a G because I got tired of recharging the G every
couple of days. Battery life on the new mouse is amazing, a good 2 weeks between charges with
a fair amount of gaming use. Using a 3M mousepad, the sensitivity seems better than the G as
well. The adjustable weight is an interesting option, but I didn't use it. The mouse has the
perfect weight for me out of the box. I am a right-handed person, the ambidextrous design
bothers some people, but I find it comfortable. Don't bother trying to use the buttons opposite
to your thumb side at least not for gaming , it's a very awkward reach. Hyperscroll is very good
for websites, the non-hyperscroll is very tactile and suitable for gaming. DPI changer is fine, but
I don't really use it often. No latency. Apparently, it's supposed to be faster than wired, but
honestly you can't tell the difference. Sensors are technically supposed to be more accurate
than the old model, not really humanly discernible considering how accurate sensors are
nowadays. I'm an original G owner, so the rest of the review will be in comparison to the old
version of the G, which, in my opinion, was the best mouse. Please take into account the fact
that I have lighting disabled, it really adds nothing to the experience. I'm leaving this review
because it arrived at half charge and after two weeks of non-stop usage, the battery finally went
down to 3 percent. Charge is really fast too. Low battery indicator is not obnoxious like it is on
the old G The old model would flash red and would be really distracting, the new model is more
like a fade in and out really slowly, so it's not annoying the crap out of me. Icons in the logitech
software still don't load properly, however, a reinstall which I am too lazy to do might fix it,
regardless, everything is still functional in it. The UI doesn't look like it was designed a decade
ago, which is a plus I guess. Don't get the powerplay mat, it's pointless when the battery life is
this good. Just charge it once a month while you're watching a TV show episode, and you're
good. Off switch is pretty pointless considering it has a seamless auto-sleep function, only
necessary for travelling. One person found this helpful. It is absolutely astonishing how much
better this is compared to my 2. However, it cost 70x the price.. Last for weeks on end, perfect
precision for gaming. Anyone complaining either got a rare faulty one, or are just extremely
picky nuckle heads. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Your browser does not
support HTML5 video. In addition, the mouse developed a double-click issue within weeks of
receiving it, while my years old G only started doing that recently. Without MMB feedback,
playing many games, especially strategy games, becomes extremely unreliable and
uncomfortable as you are never certain if you actually pressed the MMB. In fact, it's not just the
feedback, more often than not it simply isn't actually pressed, leading to lots of issues. Even
worse when it is pressed, but then releases half way through something even though you are
still physically pressing it. This is even more disruptive when doing 3D work like 3D modeling,
causing all sorts of headaches when the mouse just decides to mess up your models by
double-clicking and releasing MMB constantly. And even with the feedback issues and the fact
that it just doesn't respond sometimes, the older models did NOT have this issue. Both my G
and my G SE do have feedback on the MMB, didn't have double-click issues immediately within
weeks conveniently after the Amazon return period , and effectively have all the same features
of the G Lightspeed. Yes, the battery life is amazing and I have to give them kudos on that, but
they are great on all the G series mice so it's nothing new. I am an original G owner. The G is
known for bring wired latency to the wireless form factor. However, it's battery life, while not
bad, was simply tolerable in my opinion. I would need to charge it once, maybe twice, a week.
The G Hero Lightspeed on the other hand isn't in another league, it's a whole new game. I've
had this mouse for nearly a month now and haven't needed to charge it. It's incredible and this

is while using the Hz poling rate whereas I used the Hz poling rate on my original G This mouse
has two downsides. The first, and it really is subjective, is ergonomics. This could fill my hand
better but as it stands, it's comfortable and ambidextrous. The second is price. There is no
getting around how expensive this mouse is but I really do love it. I replaced the older version of
the G with this one because a button had become worn out. Logitech did eventually send me a
replacement but I didn't want to wait. Can't comment on battery life because I use the power
play charge mats, so my mouse never runs out of juice. Can't recommend power play enough it's the best thing ever to happen to cordless mice. The only drawback to this mouse is the
pricetag. If you can afford it, you won't be disappointed. However, I did my research and found
out that this model has significantly more battery life than the original; hours of battery with the
lights on, compared to 24 hours with the lights on. I was buying this mouse for a newly built PC
that I was going all out on, and was coming from a laptop and a basic laptop mouse. Although
those don't have cool RGB effects or buttery smooth sensors, they do have battery life going
for them, so having literal months of battery from a single AA battery was what I was used to.
Obviously hours is nowhere close to a month, however it's still plenty for me, as you can just
plug this in for charging at night when it starts to get low. Aside from the battery, The DPI
buttons are useful for switching from desktop to gaming sensitivities. The software also lets
you program the buttons to have different functions depending on what software you're using,,
making lightroom shortcuts very nice with this mouse. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. HERO 25K. HERO 12K. Up to hrs.
Up to 60 hrs. Up to 35 hrs. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find,
attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Shopbop Designer
Fashion Brands. Warehouse Deals Open-Box Discounts. Amazon Renewed Like-new products
you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Skip to main
content of results for "g chaos". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free Shipping.
Customer Review. New Releases. PC Game Operating System. Packaging Option. Amazon
Global Store. International Shipping. Amazon's Choice for g chaos. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb
Only 10 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Only 9 left in stock - order soon. Only 6 left in
stock - order soon. Only 17 left in stock - order soon. Only 8 left in stock - order soon. Only 15
left in stock - order soon. Amazon Certified: Works with Alexa. Only 12 left in stock - order soon.
Need help? Visit the help section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem
loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon
Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for
shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and
engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for
the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally.
Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics.
DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion
Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription
Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon
Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it
a second life. Skip to main content of results for "g". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
Free Shipping. Customer Review. New Releases. PC Game Operating System. Packaging
Option. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Amazon's Choice for g Get it as soon as
Sat, Feb Only 10 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Only 9 left in stock - order soon.
Editorial recommendations. By Game Revolution Earns commissions. Finding the best gaming
mouse Dec 04, - 5 Recommendations. Having an awesome gaming mouse can elevate you from
being a good player to being a legendary one. Faster response times and programmable
controls help you create a unique and faster response than a traditional model - which helps
you have a GG good game. So what should you look for in the perfect gaming mouse? There
are even wired and wireless options, along with different levels of customization. Read full
article. Top Pick. Best Speed. Great for on-the-go. Most Versatile. Only 12 left in stock - order
soon. In stock on March 23, Get it as soon as Tue, Mar 2. In stock on April 20, Amazon Certified:
Works with Alexa. Only 4 left in stock - order soon. Related searches. Need help? Visit the help
section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and

Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Skip to main content of results for "g". Skip to main search results. Eligible for Free
Shipping. Customer Review. New Releases. PC Game Operating System. Packaging Option.
Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Get it as soon as Sat, Feb Only 2 left in stock order soon. FREE Shipping. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Amazon's Choice Customers
shopped Amazon's Choice forâ€¦. Editorial recommendations. By Laptopmag Earns
commissions. Best Gaming Mouse Sep 22, - 5 Recommendations. Thanks to large screens,
powerful GPUs and plenty of fans,gaming laptops can easily rival their bigger desktop cousins.
But while these laptops' keyboards are getting better, a touchpad is still a poor substitute for a
gaming mouse. Read full article. Comfortable Design. Budget Friendly. Ergonomic and Wireless.
Best Design. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Amazon's Choice for g Amazon Certified: Works
with Alexa. Usually ships within 6 to 10 days. Related searches. Need help? Visit the help
section or contact us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now.
Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to
Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music
Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon
Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon
Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories
for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography.
East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and
Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top
subscription boxes â€” right to your door. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed
Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second
life. Skip to main content of results for "logitech g". Skip to main search results. Eligible for
Free Shipping. Customer Review. New Releases. PC Game Operating System. Packaging
Option. Amazon Global Store. International Shipping. Amazon's Choice for logitech g Get it as
soon as Sat, Feb Only 10 left in stock - order soon. FREE Shipping. Only 9 left in stock - order
soon. Amazon's Choice Customers shopped Amazon's Choice forâ€¦. Only 4 left in stock - order
soon. Only 1 left in stock - order soon. Amazon Certified: Works with Alexa. Only 2 left in stock order soon. In stock on March 23, Related searches. Need help? Visit the help section or contact
us. Go back to filtering menu. There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about
Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon
Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Amazon Music Stream millions of
songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage
from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account.
AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go.
ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer
Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home
Security Systems. Amazon Subscription Boxes Top subscription boxes â€” right to your door.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Widely regarded by eSports
professionals as the best gaming mouse sensor on the market, PMW has zero smoothing,
filtering, or acceleration across the entire DPI range ,DPI. Configurable button layout and
ambidextrous design allow for left- or right-handed use that works with nearly any mouse grip
style, including palm, claw and fingertip grips. Ultra-lightweight and customizable, G has been
optimized to reduce weight while maintaining stability. Each component was analyzed and
adjusted to create a wireless mouse that weighs only g. Metal springs and exclusive mechanical
pivot hinges help keep the left and right mouse buttons primed to trigger for an exceptionally
clean and crisp button feel, response, and consistency. Plug in the data and charging cable to
seamlessly switch between wireless and wired modes without interrupting your game. Use
Logitech Gaming Software to configure the 11 programmable buttons with sequences of clicks
and keystrokes to simplify in-game actions and quickly execute complex tasks. Customize G for
the way you play. Make dead batteries and charging hassles a thing of the past with a revolution
in wireless charging technology for G and G gaming mice. Broadcast your gameplay in full HD
with integrated background replacement and stand out from the crowd. Featuring the world's
most advanced PMW optical sensor, G offers superior tracking accuracy and consistency even
at speeds over IPS. The flexible ambidextrous design, customizable lighting, and a lightweight g
design means G is ready to meet your exacting preferences. Operating system requirements :

Windows 7 or later macOS Skip to main content. PC Gaming Mice. Buy new:. Ships from:
Amazon. Sold by: Stavvy Sales. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb
27 Order within 6 hrs and 39 mins Details. Only 2 left in stock - order soon. Qty: 1 2 Qty: 1. Add
to Cart. Secure transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security
and privacy. Our payment security system encrypts your information during transmission.
Learn more. Ships from. Sold by. Stavvy Sales. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions
covered after the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims
approved within minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your
covered product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add an Accessory:.
Add a gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Very Good. FREE delivery: March 12 - Sold
by: Little Fat Ball. Fastest delivery: March 10 - In stock on March 4, Visit the Logitech G Store.
About this item This fits your. There is a newer model of this item:. Frequently bought together.
Add all three to Cart Add all three to List. These items are shipped from and sold by different
sellers. Show details. Sold by Stavvy Sales and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. FREE Shipping.
Ships from and sold by Amazon. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Page 1 of 1 Start
over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Next page. Featured items you may like. Register a free
business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try
your search again later. From the manufacturer. Lightweight g Body Design. Customizable
Brilliant RGB. Pivot button design with advanced tensioning Metal springs and exclusive
mechanical pivot hinges help keep the left and right mouse buttons primed to trigger for an
exceptionally clean and crisp button feel, response, and consistency. Button Covers Customize
G for the way you play. Removable Weight Add or remove the included 10g weight to tune the
mouse feel exactly to your preferences. Learn More. Powerplay Wireless Charging System. C
Pro Stream Webcam. Compare gaming mice. Wireless Connection Wired 11 Customize buttons
6. Wireless Connection Wired 11 Customize buttons Wireless Connection Wireless 11
Customize buttons 6. G Prodigy. G Tunable. Compare with similar items. Product information
Technical Details. Other Technical Details. Additional Information Customer Reviews 3. Any
returned computer that is damaged through customer misuse, is missing parts, or is in
unsellable condition due to customer tampering will result in the customer being charged a
higher restocking fee based on the condition of the product. New, used, and refurbished
products purchased from Marketplace vendors are subject to the returns policy of the individual
vendor. Product Warranty: For warranty information about this product, please click here.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? Specification Sheet [PDF ]. See questions and
answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things
like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes
reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most
recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews
right now. Please try again later. Verified Purchase. Have had this for a couple of months. Right
mouse button started having the double click issue a couple of weeks in. Wasn't sure what was
going on until I did some research. Turns out it is a common complaint with this mouse. Have
never had this happen with any other Logitech mouse. Edit: Created a warranty ticket nearly 3
weeks ago and have not received any response. Google "G double click" and see for yourself.
The Logitech support knowledgebase has the absurd idea of telling you its a Windows settings
issue instead of their hardware. Sure, because double clicks occuring in games are the fault of
my "open shortcuts with double click settings. On top of that I now have double clicking issues
in any application. Tried going through Logitech customer support and I have to ship in this
defective mouse before getting a new one. Which means going without a mouse. The lifetime of
Logitech products has gone down significantly. Having been a loyal customer of Logitech mice
since the release of the MX it's extremely saddening to see the quality of products go down over
the year. Specifically starting around the release of the g and g series mice. I'm going to step
away from their products completely now. I seriously never want to buy another Logitech
product again. I sent in my mouse and power play pad, and they sent me back just the mouse. I
politely asserted that I sent in both, and the should have known that. They did, eventually, send
me my PowerPlay pad as well. All-in-all, it took me two months to get my RMA completed. You
can just imagine the havoc this is causing. I've only put up with it for this long because I spent
so much money on this POS. This thing is going in the trash - it's not even worth the time to
RMA again. I bought the with the power play mat because a wireless self-charging mouse is just
cool. I couldn't be more disappointed. There are constant connection issues where the mouse
disconnects for ms at random times, which is just awful when you're in a game. Happens once
every 5 minutes or so, sometimes 5 or 6 times a minute. The lights on the mouse and powerplay

mat change erratically. Even when I turn them off, they turn back on. It's very distracting to have
my mouse flashing bright red and constantly rotating or randomly changing to different colors. I
contacted logitech support via IM and all they seemed to be able to do was send me links to KB
articles. Thanks, but I can google. What I needed was help with my device. Is this a common
issue? There seemed to be no expertise at all - just people reading from scripts. Very, VERY
frustrating. I jumped right out of the frying pan and into the fire here it seems. I do not
recommend this device. When it works. I bought this mouse at the end of March, and by the end
of May I began having double click issues with the left button. I bought this mouse for my
laptop. I'm not as excited about it as I thought I would be. Here's a breakdown: Pros: - Awesome
form factor! It looks very slick. It's a little small for my liking, but nothing I can't get over. Cons: While this might be a pro to many people, the mouse is too light for my liking even with the
added weight. You can add two to the other side, however a sniper button would have been
great. For some reason, more pressure has to be added than usual. Overall impression - I like
the mouse--I wish it was more like the Logitech Proteus design, weight, etc. I would recommend
it overall. See all reviews. Top reviews from other countries. Translate all reviews to English.
After a couple of months usage , the right click started having in-game glitches like right click
not holding if u are a sniper u right click to zoom in , and if u cant stay zoomed in then its
useless to play that game , the right click stutters and i contacted blizzard overwatch and after a
lot of trouble shooting , we found out that this glitch happens only with Logitech wireless mice.
The local logitech walk-in center people are rude and they wont even give information if they
will replace this mouse as its still in warranty period. Im confused what to do with this non
functioning expensive mouse , which is causing me such frustration in game and headache. Lo
puedes usar ya sea de manera inalambrica o alambrica. Tiene soporte para carga inhalambrica
aunque hay que comprar el mouse pad que tambien tiene un precio alto. Lo recomiendo solo si
eres un entusiasta de los juegos. One person found this helpful. Translate review to English.
Didn't expect such bad service from Logitech for such a high priced mouse. This product
doesn't have Indian warranty service as well. Which wasn't mentioned when I bought this
mouse 10 months back. Within 6 months, the mouse's left and right click keys start ghosting.
After leaving the mouse alone for a few days, it works ok for a day, after which the ghosting
starts again. Tested on multiple windows devices. More hassle and harassment than its worth.
Report abuse Translate review to English. The up and down scrolls stopped working. Images in
this review. More to consider from our brands. Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: mmo mice , naga mice , video lights , Best mice for gaming , Explore Gaming Mice.
There's a problem loading this menu right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free
delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English
Choose a language for shopping. Outlet Digital. Lucky Tech LLC. Amazon Music Stream
millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive
Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a
Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for
kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East
Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans.
Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new
products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your
question might be answered by sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product.
Please make sure that you are posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. Get
ready for battle. Never worry about battery power again. Keeps the primary left and right
buttons poised to trigger and reduces the force needed to click. The result is a consistently
clean, crisp click feel with super precise button actuation every time. Button layout can be
configured for left- or right-handed use. With every purchase, Logitech helps fund programs
that remove ocean-bound plastic from the environment. Make dead batteries and charging
hassles a thing of the past with a revolution in wireless charging technology for G and G
gaming mice. Broadcast your gameplay in full HD with integrated background replacement and
stand out from the crowd. The flagship Logitech G light speed wireless gaming mouse with
next-gen Hero 25K gaming sensor for incredibly precise game play and 10x the battery
efficiency of previous generations. Complete with immersive Play on with improved tracking,
10x the power efficiency of previous generation sensors, and up to hours of game play. Skip to
main content. PC Gaming Mice. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused
condition: no shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to
your orders and start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb
27 Order within 16 hrs and 54 mins Details. In Stock. Qty: 1 2 3 Qty: 1. Add to Cart. Secure
transaction. Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our
payment security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships

from Amazon. Ships from. Sold by. Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after
the manufacturer's warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims approved within
minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your covered
product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add an Accessory:. Visit
the Logitech G Store. Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products.
Style: Mouse Only. Mouse Only. About this item This fits your. Similar item from our brands.
Frequently bought together. Add both to Cart Add both to List. Ships from and sold by Amazon.
FREE Shipping. Featured items you may like. Page 1 of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page.
Amazon Basics Gaming Keyboard. Next page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed.
Register a free business account. Have a question? There was a problem completing your
request. Please try your search again later. From the manufacturer. Intelligent RGB Lighting.
Advanced Button Tensioning. Ambidextrous Design with 11 Programmable Buttons. Game
Greener. Advanced button tensioning Keeps left and right buttons primed to trigger. C Pro
Stream Webcam. Compare gaming mice. PRO Wireless. Learn More. Compare with similar
items. Other Technical Details. Additional Information Customer Reviews 4. Any returned
computer that is damaged through customer misuse, is missing parts, or is in unsellable
condition due to customer tampering will result in the customer being charged a higher
restocking fee based on the condition of the product. New, used, and refurbished products
purchased from Marketplace vendors are subject to the returns policy of the individual vendor.
Click here to make a request to customer service. Would you like to tell us about a lower price?
See questions and answers. Customer reviews. How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system
considers things like how recent a review is and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It
also analyzes reviews to verify trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images.
Top reviews Most recent Top reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem
filtering reviews right now. Please try again later. Style: Mouse Only Verified Purchase. Your
browser does not support HTML5 video. In addition, the mouse developed a double-click issue
within weeks of receiving it, while my years old G only started doing that recently. Without MMB
feedback, playing many games, especially strategy games, becomes extremely unreliable and
uncomfortable as you are never certain if you actually pressed the MMB. In fact, it's not just the
feedback, more often than not it simply isn't actually pressed, leading to lots of issues. Even
worse when it is pressed, but then releases half way through something even though you are
still physically pressing it. This is even more disruptive when doing 3D work like 3D modeling,
causing all sorts of headaches when the mouse just decides to mess up your models by
double-clicking and releasing MMB constantly. And even with the feedback issues and the fact
that it just doesn't respond sometimes, the older models did NOT have this issue. Both my G
and my G SE do have feedback on the MMB, didn't have double-click issues immediately within
weeks conveniently after the Amazon return period , and effectively have all the same features
of the G Lightspeed. Yes, the battery life is amazing and I have to give them kudos on that, but
they are great on all the G series mice so it's nothing new. I am an original G owner. The G is
known for bring wired latency to the wireless form factor. However, it's battery life, while not
bad, was simply tolerable in my opinion. I would need to charge it once, maybe twice, a week.
The G Hero Lightspeed on the other hand isn't in another league, it's a whole new game. I've
had this mouse for nearly a month now and haven't needed to charge it. It's incredible and this
is while using the Hz poling rate whereas I used the Hz poling rate on my original G This mouse
has two downsides. The first, and it really is subjective, is ergonomics. This could fill my hand
better but as it stands, it's comfortable and ambidextrous. The second is price. There is no
getting around how expensive this mouse is but I really do love it. I replaced the older version of
the G with this one because a button had become worn out. Logitech did eventually send me a
replacement but I didn't want to wait. Can't comment on battery life because I use the power
play charge mats, so my mouse never runs out of juice. Can't recommend power play enough it's the best thing ever to happen to cordless mice. The only drawback to this mouse is the
pricetag. If you can afford it, you won't be disappointed. See all reviews. Top reviews from other
countries. This is a really good mouse except, at least for me, it's totally unreliable. Logitech
sent me a new one the first time it broke, now it's dead again. Pros -Long battery life, I use the
mouse daily for at least hours, bought this around July 8th, its the 17th of August and I've
charged the mouse Twice to full! No difference between a wired mouse. Will change this
description if i get to try another Logitech mouse or if it breaks down. Con -Mouse reel is little
bit wobbly, but unlocking it makes it feel smooth, its only in the lock position does the mouse
reel feel a little weird and wobbly, but not very noticeable when you're gaming. I have Medium
sized hand and this fits in my hand perfectly. Yes they do, slightly, but who here actually is able
to hear your left and right click when you're blasting music or playing video game? At the end
of the day, if you got some extra cash laying around, want a nice wireless mouse with super

long battery life, then go for it, otherwise maybe pick up Zowie FK2 or other similiar Zowie
mouse as they are as good as the G Bought this as an upgrade to a G because I got tired of
recharging the G every couple of days. Battery life on the new mouse is amazing, a good 2
weeks between charges with a fair amount of gaming use. Using a 3M mousepad, the sensitivity
seems better than the G as well. The adjustable weight is an interesting option, but I didn't use
it. The mouse has the perfect weight for me out of the box. I am a right-handed person, the
ambidextrous design bothers some people, but I find it comfortable. Don't bother trying to use
the buttons opposite to your thumb side at least not for gaming , it's a very awkward reach.
Hyperscroll is very good for websites, the non-hyperscroll is very tactile and suitable for
gaming. DPI changer is fine, but I don't really use it often. No latency. Apparently, it's supposed
to be faster than wired, but honestly you can't tell the difference. Sensors are technically
supposed to be more accurate than the old model, not really humanly discernible considering
how accurate sensors are nowadays. I'm an original G owner, so the rest of the review will be in
comparison to the old version of the G, which, in my opinion, was the best mouse. Please take
into account the fact that I have lighting disabled, it really adds nothing to the experience. I'm
leaving this review because it arrived at half charge and after two weeks of non-stop usage, the
battery finally went down to 3 percent. Charge is really fast too. Low battery indicator is not
obnoxious like it is on the old G The old model would flash red and would be really distracting,
the new model is more like a fade in and out really slowly, so it's not annoying the crap out of
me. Icons in the logitech software still don't load properly, however, a reinstall which I am too
lazy to do might fix it, regardless, everything is still functional in it. The UI doesn't look like it
was designed a decade ago, which is a plus I guess. Don't get the powerplay mat, it's pointless
when the battery life is this good. Just charge it once a month while you're watching a TV show
episode, and you're good. Off switch is pretty pointless considering it has a seamless
auto-sleep function, only necessary for travelling. One person found this helpful. More to
consider from our brands. Pages with related products. There's a problem loading this menu
right now. Learn more about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top.
Get to Know Us. Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Pinnacle
Wholesale. Lucky Tech LLC. Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising
Find, attract, and engage customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa
Actionable Analytics for the Web. Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship
Orders Internationally. Amazon Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands
of Digital Comics. DPReview Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop
Designer Fashion Brands. Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems.
PillPack Pharmacy Simplified. Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon
Second Chance Pass it on, trade it in, give it a second life. Your question might be answered by
sellers, manufacturers, or customers who bought this product. Please make sure that you are
posting in the form of a question. Please enter a question. In high-pressure moments, lag-time
from a gaming mouse can be the difference between winning it all or losing. No worries about
slow signals or delays. An ultra-quick 1 millisecond wired or wireless report rate and lightweight
g body deliver incredible responsiveness for competition-level twitch targeting. G outlasts
ordinary wireless gaming mice. Low-battery alerts and seamless switching to wired mode end
worries about losing power in the middle of game play. Zero smoothing or filtering across the
entire , DPI range delivers consistent targeting accuracy and responsiveness at any speed. A
customizable physical button layout and lightweight ambidextrous design create the perfect fit
and feel for left or right hand and any mouse grip style. Match your style and environment by
adjusting up to A metal spring tensioning system and metal pivot hinge design gives you
consistently fast, accurate and reliable click performance and a clean, crisp click feel for
rapid-fire gaming. In high-pressure moments, lag time can be the difference between winning it
all or losing. With millions on the line, top eSports professionals can depend on G Chaos
Spectrum. Featuring a virtually lag-free 1-millisecond report rate, highly optimized 2. With a
flexible ambidextrous mouse design, customizable RGB lighting, and a carefully researched
shape that works with nearly any mouse grip style, the G gives you the freedom to configure
your mouse exactly to your preferences. Skip to main content. PC Gaming Mice. Buy new:.
Ships from: Amazon. You can return the item for any reason in new and unused condition: no
shipping charges Learn more about free returns. How to return the item? Go to your orders and
start the return Select the return method Ship it! Fastest delivery: Saturday, Feb 27 Order within
2 hrs and 39 mins Details. Only 10 left in stock - order soon. Add to Cart. Secure transaction.
Your transaction is secure. We work hard to protect your security and privacy. Our payment
security system encrypts your information during transmission. Learn more. Ships from. Sold
by. Logitech G Chaos Spect Include Add a Protection Plan:. Malfunctions covered after the
manufacturer's warranty. Power surges covered from day one. Most claims approved within

minutes. We will send you an Amazon e-gift card for the purchase price of your covered
product. In some cases, we will replace or repair it. Add No Thanks. Add an Accessory:. Add a
gift receipt for easy returns. Save with Used - Very Good. Sold by: Got to Save. Item has been
tested and is in full working condition. Comes with a day warranty. See more. Only 1 left in
stock - order soon. Sold by Got to Save and Fulfilled by Amazon. Visit the Logitech G Store.
Amazon's Choice recommends highly rated and well-priced products. About this item This fits
your. There is a newer model of this item:. Frequently bought together. Add all three to Cart Add
all three to List. One of these items ships sooner than the other. Show details. FREE Shipping.
Sold by Prime Season and ships from Amazon Fulfillment. Featured items you may like. Page 1
of 1 Start over Page 1 of 1. Previous page. Logitech Gs Rechargeable Gaming Mouse. Next
page. Customers who viewed this item also viewed. Register a free business account. Have a
question? There was a problem completing your request. Please try your search again later.
Pro-grade wireless performance No worries about slow signals or delays. Worry-free hour
battery life G outlasts ordinary wireless gaming mice. Customizable fit and control A
customizable physical button layout and lightweight ambidextrous design create the perfect fit
and feel for left or right hand and any mouse grip style. RGB customizable lighting Match your
style and environment by adjusting up to Mechanical Pivot Button Design A metal spring
tensioning system and metal pivot hinge design gives you consistently fast, accurate and
reliable click performance and a clean, crisp click feel for rapid-fire gaming. System
requirements Windows 10 or later, Windows 8. USB port Internet connection for optional
software download. Adapter Accessories Case. Side Button Caps 2x left, 2x right. Side Button
Covers left, right. User documentation. Compare with similar items. Product information
Technical Details. Other Technical Details. Additional Information Customer Reviews 4. Any
returned computer that is damaged through customer misuse, is missing parts, or is in
unsellable condition due to customer tampering will result in the customer being charged a
higher restocking fee based on the condition of the product. New, used, and refurbished
products purchased from Marketplace vendors are subject to the returns policy of the individual
vendor. Product Warranty: For warranty information about this product, please click here.
Would you like to tell us about a lower price? See questions and answers. Customer reviews.
How are ratings calculated? Instead, our system considers things like how recent a review is
and if the reviewer bought the item on Amazon. It also analyzes reviews to verify
trustworthiness. Customer images. See all customer images. Top reviews Most recent Top
reviews. Top reviews from the United States. There was a problem filtering reviews right now.
Please try again later. Verified Purchase. The mouse works well, until you have to do warranty
service with Logitech. The first G had an issue where the right mouse button would register
multiple clicks with a single click. In games, this would result in aim down sights constantly
toggling on and off, making most FPS unplayable. In Windows it would repeatedly open the
options menu, rendering Windows nearly unusable. I contacted Customer Support, and even
though they worked with me to take the mouse back without the original packaging, they
required me to send the mouse back before sending a replacement. Not as big of a deal for me,
as I had my old Razer Naga which had been used for 6 years, available for temporary usage. The
warranty process then takes from nearly a month for me to receive the replacement mouse. I've
had Razer and SteelSeries products to me in two days, without having to send the defective
device back first, so I can use what limited functionality I have. What am I supposed to do if I
have no other mouse? Be without a mouse for a month? The first mouse I had for a year and the
problem occurred. It has been another year, and the replacement mouse has the same problem.
I'm not going to bother contacting Logitech for another replacement, I'm switching brands and
never buying Logitech again. Such a shame, because they really do make well designed
products, but they should last longer when the cost so much. Images in this review. I've been
playing Quake for over 17 years, so of course when they make claims that wireless can compete
with wired mice, my first reaction is "yeah right". So I got it, and I tried really hard to test if
there's a delay That's how good it is. Very impressed. Everything seems great on this mouse,
it's just not my personal preference shape and weight wise. Still, as an all purpose Windows
and gaming mouse, this is the best I've used. Free scroll, tilt wheel, modular design, wireless,
DPI buttons, and of course the sensor, everything is amazing. If you like this kind of design and
you can afford it, then I highly recommend it. For a more in depth review, just search YouTube
for "Rocket Jump Ninja G", 15 minute video with multiple tests, including in game. I was
hesitant to buy this mouse because of its ambidextrous design, I've traditionally used
ergonomic mice. The reviews don't lie, though: this mouse is really incredible. I have
medium-sized hands, I play at dpi in most games and I can pick up the mouse with ease and
react quickly with it. The buttons feel good. Nothing bad to say about them. The scroll wheel
when in free-scroll does rattle a bit, but it's not a big deal to me since I only game in

non-free-scroll mode. I love free-scroll for general browsing, though, and that was another huge
selling point for me with this mouse since gaming mice don't offer that option these days.
Thank you, Logitech! Really easy to use. Features pad calibration, dpi settings, profiles, and
RGB lighting -- all the stuff you would expect. The software is nice and responsive, none of that
laggy boohockey you get with other peripheral software at times. Wireless gaming: Logitech did
it. This mouse is simply amazing. I don't notice any lag when I'm fraggin' blonde-haired punk
kids with full momentum. Seriously, this mouse has "speed" and "violence" written all over it, a
panther mane grew on my head and a poisonous caterpillar was delivered by the Ethiopian
government straight to my face. This mouse is like skinny dipping for your hand -- it's so free
and flows so well like one of the Doc's freestyles that you can't believe it's not from the future
sent here to dominate the gaming community. Oh wait, it is. G has its own storage for profiles.
In other words, if you're at your desktop, and you launch a program that you have a G profile s
for, the software will notice and automatically switch to one of those profiles. If you're using the
On-Board profiles, then you simply change profiles manually, via a hotkey you can map to any
mouse key with the software. The CONS to using the On-Board profiles, is limited space and
they don't allow certain settings for macro creation, such as repeating button-presses infinitely,
etc. This is why I preferred the Auto-Detect mode. Despite it's learning curve, it's extremely
convenient. Hope this helps some people, I don't usually write reviews! See all reviews. Top
reviews from other countries. Bought for my Son and so far all he has mentioned is the battery
life is amazing his exact words "I never have to change batteries. He hasn't complained so I can
only assume the products was worth the cost. His works "fine Mom" means he likes it and gives
it 2 thumbs up and glad it was bought. Oh and he did mention that he never loses the
connection to the mouse while gaming. The fact that you can go wired or wireless is a great
selling point. The mouse is a little heavier than others, but its to be expected wireless. From
what I can tell and what my professional FPS gamer friend says , there is no mouse acceleration
at all. It's perfect for FPS gaming. The scroll wheel feels great and it's cool how you can
"unlock" it and just flick up to reach the bottom of a page instantly. The left and right click
buttons feel like they respond instantly and there is little delay between when its clicked and
when it registers on the computer. The wireless capability is perfect, it doesn't matter if you're
playing in an active microwave don't actually do that though or by a wireless phone, the signal
doesn't get affected by interference and the mouse performs the same as if you're right next to
the wireless dongle. The auto-sleep capability is great for saving battery, I usually go from half a
week to a full week days before I actually need to start charging it the red light begins to blink.
The grip did feel a little odd in the beginning it looks great, but still felt odd , but I'm used to it
now I mean it's been nearly a year. Overall, the best wireless gaming mouse there is note that I
said wireless, there are better wired mouse. One person found this helpful. This is one of the
best cheaper rechargeable wireless gaming mouse with decent DPI and low latency I could find.
It works like a charm, is easy to configure, ans seems kind of a solid bet. I dropped it on the
floor a couple of times intentionaly, for science purpose, you know.. It's almost as if it was
designed for it. The battery holds the charge for a very long time, the mouse feels right in the
hand, and it does fullfill my expectations. I would definitely recomend this to a friend looking for
a good, long lasting wireless gaming mouse and is on a budget. Logitech mouses are a sure
shot in my oppinion. Report abuse. I got this to replace the mouse I bought when I first put
together my computer, and I absolutely love it, being able to use it either wirelessly, or with the
included Micro-USB cable makes it pretty versatile, and I've had no issues with it in the year or
so I've been using it, my only suggestion for any future iterations yes I know there has been at
least one already would be to replace the micro-USB on it with USB-C. More to consider from
our brands. Amazon Basics Gaming Keyboard. Pages with related products. See and discover
other items: dpi mouse , gaming light up mouse , gaming mouse for windows 10 , gaming
mouse wireless light up , optical mouse sensor , best optical cable. There's a problem loading
this menu right now. Learn more
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about Amazon Prime. Get free delivery with Amazon Prime. Back to top. Get to Know Us.
Amazon Payment Products. English Choose a language for shopping. Enduring battery life and
wireless freedom for PC games. Advanced wired and wireless performance for pro gamers and
enthusiasts. High-definition optical. Windows 10 or later, Windows 8. Pinnacle Wholesale.
Amazon Music Stream millions of songs. Amazon Advertising Find, attract, and engage
customers. Amazon Drive Cloud storage from Amazon. Alexa Actionable Analytics for the Web.
Sell on Amazon Start a Selling Account. AmazonGlobal Ship Orders Internationally. Amazon

Rapids Fun stories for kids on the go. ComiXology Thousands of Digital Comics. DPReview
Digital Photography. East Dane Designer Men's Fashion. Shopbop Designer Fashion Brands.
Deals and Shenanigans. Ring Smart Home Security Systems. PillPack Pharmacy Simplified.
Amazon Renewed Like-new products you can trust. Amazon Second Chance Pass it on, trade it
in, give it a second life.

